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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Theme A of the 10th Benchmark Workshop on Numerical Analysis of Dams (ICOLD) 

consist in the evaluation, for an arch dam, of the initial stress-strain pattern and the 

development of short-term thermal and rheological effects, considering a realistic 

construction sequence. In particular, for thin arch dams, these effects can become 

critical as they can be responsible of high tensile stresses and cracks, thus potentially 

triggering the safety of the structure.  

Once the concrete is poured as scheduled through the construction process, the 

hardening phase starts due to cement chemical reactions which control the thermo-

mechanical behaviour of fresh concrete. Besides, these reactions are influenced by 

hydration heat and its diffusion causing the thermal stress development inside the dam 

body and, potentially, cracking phenomena. 

This type of analysis has to be performed by means of numerical modelling, being 

impossible to provide a complete analytical solution.  

For the solution presented in this paper, the problem has been fully solved by FLAC 3D 

(Itasca), while SAP2000 NL (Berkeley) has been used to check a simplified mechanical 

model. The reason of making such simplified mechanical model (without considering 

the construction sequence) in order to check the order of magnitude of the stresses in 

the dam using SAP2000 NL, was due to the lack of experience of the working team 

with FLAC 3D. 

FLAC3D is a finite differences program developed by Itasca Consulting Group, 

Minnesota. This software uses the finite differences method to analyze the thermo-

mechanical behaviour of a continuous medium in 3D until it reaches an equilibrium 

state. 

SAP 2000 NL is a finite elements program developed in Berkeley University, California. 

This software uses the finite elements method to solve any type of problem concerning 

structural analysis.  
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The dam is a symmetric thin arch dam which main features are given in the next 
Figure: 
 

 
Figure. Main features of the Dam 

 
 
The dam has been built in 7 months, from April to October, while the sealing of the 
joints in 2 months from December to January, following the construction. During the 
casting sequence each block was built in contact to the adjacent ones and the sealing 
of the joints occurred at the end of construction. Therefore, the dam could be 
considered as continuous and monolithic with reference to the evaluation of the thermal 
field and to determine the stress-sstrain state. Nevertheless, such assumption should 
be properly justified or suitably integrated in the model (e.g. including interfaces).  
 
Participants must justify their calculation assumptions and provide a possible 
explanation of the cracks pattern qualitatively given by the formulators. In addition, for 
the specified locations, participants should provide the the time histories of: 
 
a) Internal temperatures (°C, ASCII format) 
 
b) Stress tensor (MPa, ASCII format) up to the end of construction and optionally, if 
construction joints are modelled, up to the end of the joint sealing sequence. 
 
 
Next Figures show the location of the joints where stress results are to be provided and 
the crack pattern that should be explained by the participants. 
 
 

 

 Height of the main block 51.00 m 

 Length of the crest 146.00 m 

 Volume of the dam 12300 cu. m 
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Figure. Location of the joints where stress results are to be provided 

 

 

Figure. Crack pattern to be explained 
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3. FEATURES OF THE IMPLEMENTED MODELS 

 

3.1 Geometrical Models 

From the files provided by formulators (3DRefinedModel.uns), all needed information 

was extracted to create an excel file, that could later be imported by FLAC3D and 

SAP2000.  

This file (Modelo.xls) contained the coordinates of the nodes, the groups of nodes that 

are part of the solid elements, and the boundary conditions including some 

particularities for the two software packages. 

 

3.1.1 SAP2000NL 

Since SAP defines its 3D elements as solid formed with eight nodes and six plane 

faces, geometrical information has been adapted to ensure that solids are properly 

defined.  

Next Figure shows the geometrical model of the dam (formed by 40696 nodes and 

8236 solid elements): 

 

 

Figure. SAP2000 NL geometrical model 
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3.1.2 FLAC 3D 

Since FLAC3D defines its 3D elements as bricks formed with eight nodes and six plane 

faces, geometrical information was also adapted to ensure that solids are properly 

defined.  

Next Figure shows the FLAC 3D geometrical model of the dam (formed also by 40696 

nodes and 8236 solid elements):  

 

 

Figure. FLAC 3D geometrical model 

 

 

 

3.2 Mechanical Restraints 

Nodes that define the contact dam-foundation (bottom part of the dam) have been 
considered restrained in all directions. Nodes belonging to the symmetry plane have 
restrained in the Y-axis (perpendicular to the symmetry surface). 
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3.3 Thermal/Mechanical Model 

As SAP200NL has been applied only under mechanical static conditions to check how 

it compares to FLAC 3D, all considerations given in this section refer to the coupled 

thermo-mechanical transient model developed in FLAC 3D. 

 

Starting by the thermal computations, the process is described by the following 

differential equation which is solved inside de software:  
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where ρ is the density, C is the specific heat, k is the conductivity and qv is the hydration 

heat generation. 

 

In coupled thermal-mechanical modelling, solution of thermal-stress requires 
reformulation of the incremental stress-strain relations, which is accomplished in FLAC 
3D by subtracting the portion due to temperature change from the total strain 
increment. The mechanical model selected for the solution herein presented is linear-
elastic. 
 
Because free thermal expansion results in no angular distortion in an isotropic material, 
the shearing-strain increments are unaffected. The thermal-strain increments 
associated with the free expansion corresponding to temperature increment ∆T have 
the form: 
 

∆εij = αt T δij 
 

where αt [1/ºC] is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, and δij is the Kronecker 
delta. 

 
 
The differential equation of motion and the rate of strain-velocity relations are based 
upon mechanical considerations, and are unchanged for thermomechanics. 
 

Detailed information on how the different factors affecting the thermo-mechanical 

behaviour of the dam have been addressed is given in the following sub-sections. 
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3.3.1 Environmental conditions  

 

Data provided by the formulators consists in the external temperature time series. The 

external temperature affects all the thermal processes that are developed during dam’s 

lifetime. In the early years, this temperature controls how the heat is transmitted from 

inside the dam to the exterior. This phenomenon occurs because the concrete 

generates a heat flux while it is hardening. After that, a cyclic process of heat diffusion 

which fluctuates depending on the outside temperature variations will affect the dam 

during all its life. 

In this analysis, according to the information given, the function used to define the 

external temperature variation is: 

)
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where “t” is expressed in days 

 

Next Figure shows the variation during the construction period: 

External temperature evolution
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Figure. External temperature values considered in the analysis 

 

3.3.2 Thermo-mechanical properties of concrete 

 

A series of values with regard to a number of thermo-mechanical constants have been 

provided by the formulators and considered in the analysis. Some of these properties 

vary with time, in particular Young’s modulus and the hydration-heat generation (this 

second function will be properly defined in next sub-section). 

[4] 
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Next Table provides the values and units that have been adopted for calculation. 

 

Weight density 2400 Kg/m3 

Specific heat  879 J/(kg °C) 

Conductivity 2.5 W/(m °C) 

Heat transfer coefficient 16 W/(m2 °C) 

Poisson coefficient 0.15 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 10-5 °C-1 

Table. Thermo-mechanical constants 

 

The Young’s modulus is defined by the following function: 
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where t is expressed in days and E in MPa. 

 

 

Compressive and tensile strength are obtained through the empirical expressions 

given, where the considered constants have the following values: Kc=3.539·10-8 and 

Kt=2.455·10-9. 

 

Therefore, the expressions are: 

)(··.)( tEtf c 105393
8    )(··.)( tEtf t 104552

9  

 

 

Finally, at the end of the construction (infinite time) the strength values that should be 

considered for the comparison are given in the following table: 

 

Compressive strength 27.75 MPa 

Tensile strength 1.92 MPa 

Table. Compressive and tensile strength 
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3.3.3 Construction issues and thermal boundary conditions 

As mentioned in several previous sections, the most relevant factor during the dam 

construction phase and its earliest years until concrete has completely hardened is the 

hydration-heat generation. The reactions that take place while concrete is curing are 

exothermic and it generates an internal heat known as hydration heat.  

The following Figure, provided by the formulators, shows the construction schedule for 

all dam zones. In order to reproduce that process, which is extremely important to 

evaluate how hydration heat is developed in the dam body, another excel file 

(Modelo_automatización_zonas.xls) was created where each solid element was linked 

to one particular construction date. 

 

Figure. Construction sequence 

 

Formulators have also provided the accumulated hydration heat at time “t”, which is 

defined by the function: 

t

t
q

·0175.00653.0 
  

 

where t is expressed in days and q in Kcal/kgcement 

 

In order to reproduce such phenomenon inside the FLAC 3D model, all volume of 

concrete constructed at a particular time is linked to a heat “source”, and the law of 
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variation of heat with time is obtained by deriving the previous function respect to time. 

The expression and the curve are given bellow: 
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where t is expressed in days and qv in W/m
3 

 

 

 
 

Figure. Hydration heat evolution 

 

Finally, thermal boundary conditions have to be continuously updated during the 

construction process. 

While the foundation is considered an adiabatic surface during the whole process, the 

external contour or the dam, at each construction stage, is modelled as a convective 

surface. In FLAC 3D, such boundary condition has the following form: 

qn = h(T − Te) 
 

where qn is the component of the flux normal to the boundary in the direction of the 
exterior normal, h is the convective heat-transfer coefficient [W/m

2
 ºC], T is the 

temperature of the boundary surface, and Te is the temperature of the surrounding fluid 
[◦C]. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Preliminar checking 

As preliminary checking, for the working team to become more confident with FLAC 

3D, two simplified mechanical models (without considering the construction sequence) 

where compared. Next Figures represent the maximum stresses (the less negative, 

thus meaning the highest values of tensile stresses) pattern using SAP 2000 and FLAC 

3D respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. Pattern of maximum stresses with SAP 2000 NL 

Figure. Pattern of maximum stresses FLAC 3D 
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Next Table shows the comparison of the obtained results in terms of maximum, 

minimum and vertical stresses.  

 SAP 2000 NL FLAC 3D Diference (%) 

NODE S max S min S zz S max S min S zz S min S zz 

57567 -0.0016 -0.4461 -0.4323 -0.0044 -0.4869 -0.4735 -8% -9% 

58135 -0.0116 -0.4901 -0.4776 -0.0116 -0.4961 -0.4870 -1% -2% 

57659 -0.0159 -0.6296 -0.6287 -0.0094 -0.5301 -0.5290 19% 19% 

50010 -0.0017 -0.1545 -0.1108 -0.0007 -0.1666 -0.1560 -7% -29% 

50225 -0.0017 -0.3467 -0.3315 -0.0035 -0.3455 -0.3335 0% -1% 

50174 0.0513 -0.5846 -0.5551 -0.0004 -0.5294 -0.5040 10% 10% 

55028 -0.0028 -0.6475 -0.0996 0.0029 -0.4974 -0.1135 30% -12% 

55149 -0.0018 -0.4717 -0.1504 0.0005 -0.4314 -0.1448 9% 4% 

55148 -0.0025 -0.2841 -0.1869 -0.0022 -0.3618 -0.1630 -21% 15% 

1993 0.1295 -0.1673 -0.1610 0.0747 -0.2302 -0.2138 -27% -25% 

2400 0.0292 -0.4389 -0.4004 0.0225 -0.4285 -0.3943 2% 2% 

2123 -0.0041 -0.7929 -0.6907 -0.0051 -0.6461 -0.5960 23% 16% 

38 0.0640 -0.3795 -0.3559 0.0446 -0.3473 -0.3233 9% 10% 

445 0.0489 -0.4290 -0.3982 0.0340 -0.4172 -0.3889 3% 2% 

168 0.0188 -0.4673 -0.4373 0.0156 -0.4592 -0.4363 2% 0% 

Table. Comparison between mechanical models from the two programs used in MPa 
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4.2 Temperature and stress-history during construction 

 

The results for the complete model performed with FLAC 3D are shown in the following 

figures, where “control” joints have been grouped and ordered as follows (see next 

Figure) in order to present many of the graphics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Where: 

A: 57567, 58135 and 57659 (plots in the same order) 

B: 50010, 50225 and 50174 (plots in the same order) 

C: 55028, 55149 and 55148 (plots in the same order) 

D: 1993, 2400 and 2123 (plots in the same order) 

E: 38, 445 and 168 (plots in the same order) 

 

Figure. Squeme for graphic presentation of the results 

 

Results are presented in this order in the following Figures:  

 Temperatures 

 Maximum (higher tensile) stress (final and joint histories) 

 Minimum (higher compression) stress (final and joint histories) 

 

A 

B 

C 
D E 
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Figure. External and internal temperature (at the joints given by the formulators) during 

construction. X-axe is given in seconds. Y-axe is given in Celsius Degrees (× 10) 

FLAC3D 3.10

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN  USA

 ©2006 Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. 

Step 995499  Model Perspective
19:33:30 Mon Sep 07 2009

Center:
 X: 2.878e+001
 Y: 3.090e+001
 Z: 4.542e+002

Rotation:
 X:   0.000
 Y:   0.000
 Z:   0.000

Dist: 2.083e+002 Mag.:        1
Ang.:  22.500

Contour of Temperature
  Magfac =  0.000e+000
  Live mech zones shown

 9.8626e-001 to  1.0000e+000
 1.0000e+000 to  2.0000e+000
 2.0000e+000 to  3.0000e+000
 3.0000e+000 to  4.0000e+000
 4.0000e+000 to  5.0000e+000
 5.0000e+000 to  6.0000e+000
 6.0000e+000 to  7.0000e+000
 7.0000e+000 to  8.0000e+000
 8.0000e+000 to  9.0000e+000
 9.0000e+000 to  1.0000e+001
 1.0000e+001 to  1.1000e+001
 1.1000e+001 to  1.1137e+001

   Interval =  1.0e+000

 

Figure. Final (at the end of construction) contour plot of temperatures (I) 
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FLAC3D 3.10

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN  USA

 ©2006 Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. 

Step 995499  Model Perspective
19:30:57 Mon Sep 07 2009

Center:
 X: 2.878e+001
 Y: 2.853e+001
 Z: 4.477e+002

Rotation:
 X:  40.000
 Y:   0.000
 Z: 340.000

Dist: 1.746e+002 Mag.:        1
Ang.:  22.500

Plane Origin:
 X: 0.000e+000
 Y: 0.000e+000
 Z: 4.500e+002

Plane Normal:
 X: 0.000e+000
 Y: 0.000e+000
 Z: 1.000e+000

Contour of Temperature
  Plane: on
  Magfac =  0.000e+000
  Live mech zones shown

 1.2915e+000 to  2.0000e+000
 2.0000e+000 to  3.0000e+000
 3.0000e+000 to  4.0000e+000
 4.0000e+000 to  5.0000e+000
 5.0000e+000 to  6.0000e+000
 6.0000e+000 to  7.0000e+000
 7.0000e+000 to  8.0000e+000
 8.0000e+000 to  9.0000e+000
 9.0000e+000 to  1.0000e+001
 1.0000e+001 to  1.0998e+001

   Interval =  1.0e+000

 

Figure. Final (at the end of construction) contour plot of temperatures (II) 

FLAC3D 3.10

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN  USA

 ©2006 Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. 

Step 995499  Model Perspective
19:33:10 Mon Sep 07 2009

Center:
 X: 2.878e+001
 Y: 3.090e+001
 Z: 4.542e+002

Rotation:
 X:   0.000
 Y:   0.000
 Z:   0.000

Dist: 2.083e+002 Mag.:        1
Ang.:  22.500

Contour of SMax
  Magfac =  0.000e+000
  Live mech zones shown
  Gradient Calculation

-1.0867e+005 to  0.0000e+000
 0.0000e+000 to  1.0000e+006
 1.0000e+006 to  2.0000e+006
 2.0000e+006 to  3.0000e+006
 3.0000e+006 to  4.0000e+006
 4.0000e+006 to  5.0000e+006
 5.0000e+006 to  6.0000e+006
 6.0000e+006 to  7.0000e+006
 7.0000e+006 to  7.2316e+006

   Interval =  1.0e+006

 

Figure. Final (at the end of construction) contour of maximum principal stresses (higher tensile) 

in Pa. 
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FLAC3D 3.10

Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN  USA

 ©2006 Itasca Consulting Group, Inc. 

Step 995499  Model Perspective
19:32:53 Mon Sep 07 2009

Center:
 X: 2.878e+001
 Y: 3.090e+001
 Z: 4.542e+002

Rotation:
 X:   0.000
 Y:   0.000
 Z:   0.000

Dist: 2.083e+002 Mag.:        1
Ang.:  22.500

Contour of SMin
  Magfac =  0.000e+000
  Live mech zones shown
  Gradient Calculation

-3.4837e+006 to -3.0000e+006
-3.0000e+006 to -2.0000e+006
-2.0000e+006 to -1.0000e+006
-1.0000e+006 to  0.0000e+000
 0.0000e+000 to  1.0000e+006
 1.0000e+006 to  2.0000e+006
 2.0000e+006 to  2.0992e+006

   Interval =  1.0e+006

 

Figure. Final (at the end of construction) contour of minimum principal stresses (higher 

compressive) in Pa. 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 57567 (zone A upstream)  
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 58135 (zone A center)  

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 57659 (zone A downstream) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 50010 (zone B upstream) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 50225 (zone B center) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 50174 (zone B downstream) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 55028 (zone C upstream) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 55149 (zone C center) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 55148 (zone C downstream) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 1993 (zone D upstream) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 2400 (zone D center) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 2123 (zone D downstream) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 38 (zone E upstream) 
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Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 445 (zone E center) 

 

Figure. Temperature, stress tensor and principal stresses for node 168 (zone E downstream) 
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4.3 Crack pattern 

 

Following Figures show the evolution on time of temperature, stress tensor, principal 

stresses and orientation of the maximum principal stress directions at two joints which 

have been considered as “representative” for each crack families: 

 50174 for the “horizontal” family.  

 168 for the “diagonal” family. 

 

Figure. Evolution of temperature, stress tensor, principal stress and orientation of the maximum 

principal stress direction for node 50174 
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Figure. Evolution of temperature, stress tensor, principal stress and orientation of the maximum 

principal stress direction for node 168 

 

The two areas identified with a black circle correspond with the orientations of the 

maximum principal stress that can explain the cracks patterns observed. However, the 

tensile value reached is lower than the theoretical value of concrete’s tensile rupture. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In order to study the thermal and mechanical phenomenon during dam’s construction, 

an incremental linear elastic analysis has been realized. This means that a linear 

analysis is performed for each time step and when the equilibrium is reached the 

calculus moves to next instant of time.  

FLAC3D allows to perform a coupled analysis, i.e. at the same time it is examined the 

thermal and mechanical model. Therefore, for each calculation step temperatures and 

stresses should be balanced. 

The performed model has been considered as a monolithic structure without joints. 

Using this model, the temperature variations of the dam and the stresses development 

due to the setting and hardening of concrete in real time can be simulated. 

In the defined points, the temperature values obtained are good because the thermal 

behaviour expected can be explained by the analyzed model. Moreover, the value of 

stresses may be considered satisfactory due to the tensile zones appear where cracks 

have been observed. However, there are greater difficulties in defining the cracks 

direction, as the angular values which can explain the pattern are obtained with a 

tensile that does not produce a theoretically breaking. 

This dam was constructed in a short period of time - 7 months - and therefore the 

cooling process of a concrete layer is not properly done before placing the next one. 

This can probably be a key factor for the internal generation of high stresses and the 

appearance of cracks.  

It is difficult to know when cracks appeared, but the thermal model is able to point the 

tensile areas where there are cracks. The thermal gradient between the walls and 

inside the body can explain the stress generation in the dam. 

Moreover, the dam’s position with respect the sun and wind is not known. The radiation 

phenomenon could explain the cracks appearance if the sun rays strike on downstream 

face. Instead, the wind could improve the heat exchange between dam’s walls and the 

environment. In addition, the crack are similar to those seen when interstitial pressures 

are affecting the dam. 

Finally, it is considered necessary to improve the model in order to properly represent 

the joints during construction and the sealing sequence. 
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